Free Time
Free time a part of every persons’ life. For most people it is the most important time in our day. Not
only can you do whatever you want (with some limitations of course), but it is a time we can take our
mind off our worries, school, work and significantly reduce our stress level and hence increase our
productivity and life quality.
There are many things a (young) person can do in their free time and some of them are (as provided
from our survey):


We can go to movies,



do some reading,



partying,



listen to music,



travel,



surfing the internet,



watch television,



listen to the radio,



paint,



sleep (nap),



chat or hang out with friends,



cook and eat,



play games,



shop,



dance, or do some sports.

Not everyone has the same possibilities to do what he likes, mostly limited with natural configuration
of the country. Some of the limitation in surveyed countries are (specific to their city of residence):


Albania: Have no public playgrounds and have limited winter sports possibilities.



Austria: Can do a lot of things, but there is no sea, so water sports are limited.



Hungary: Limited winter sports.



Kosovo: Bad sports infrastructure, no bicycle lanes.



Montenegro: No pool, so water sports are limited.



Romania: Bad roads, so road dependent sports are limited.



Slovenia: You have to drive a bit to be able to enjoy some activities.

Some of the strengths of the nations are:


Albania: Has a lot of mountaineering possibilities.



Austria: Very good skiing and cross country skiing facilities.



Hungary: Lots of possibilities for fishing and open fire barbeque.



Kosovo: Good places for hiking.



Montenegro: Has many lakes, mountains, ski lifts, and music festivals.



Romania: Rich cultural background, so touristic activities are possible.



Slovenia: A lot of possible activities in a small driving range.

We can safely conclude that most young people (even from different cultural backgrounds) are
interested in similar things (like ones stated above). A most significant (other) thing that limits
peoples possibilities in their free time is school, as studying and homework also take place after

